Video Art in an Expanded Field
Projections, Installation, Sculpture, Algorithmic Control

Playlist for 4/6/2016

Pipilotti Rist (*1962):
*Ever is Over All* (1997)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a56RPZ_cbdC
*Pour Your Body Out* (2008), MOMA

Krzysztof Wodiczko (*1943):
http://www.pbs.org/art21/watch-now/segment-krzysztof-wodiczko-in-power

*Abraham Lincoln War Veteran Projection* (2012)
http://moreart.org/projects/krzysztof-wodiczko/
https://vimeo.com/53446621

Tony Oursler (*1957):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-q15Qf-Q64
8:23 Robert Storr
20:04 Art inspired by previous artists' work

Gary Hill (*1951)
*I Believe It Is An Image*
Media Collection of the Purdue HSSE Library call number DVD N6537.H533

Troika Ranch
*BKLYN* (2007)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEL0TWF6sBQ
"Algorithmic editing assaults the senses in this dance film from Troika Ranch and Street Pictures, shot entirely in Brooklyn, New York."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcBZQA15qlg&nohtml5=False

Creating and controlling moving images with Processing
What is Processing? with Dan Shiffman:
http://hello.processing.org/
1. Hello